Ideas will be judged against the set of criteria below:

**Overall Concept:** Is the idea concisely and clearly explained? Can anyone quickly understand it? Is the idea clear, logical and is its level of maturity clear?

**Beneficiaries & Impact:** Are the beneficiaries/end users clear? Is the development impact clear? Does the idea have potential to make significant contribution in advancing youth employment efforts in the Solomon Islands say for example through dramatic improvements in efficacy, speed, efficiency, or cost. Is it clear how the impact will be measured?

**Desirability & Adaptability:** How desirable is the idea? Is it responding to the need in Solomon Islands? Is the idea something that will work in the Solomon Islands? Can cultural sensitivities be accounted for? Will the idea be inclusive to all? Are gender equality outcomes included? Can the solution be adapted to local conditions?

**Viability & Feasibility:** Is the idea realistic noting where it sits on the maturity spectrum, from idea to deployment. Can it be produced with current technology, as well as current and projected levels of connectivity in Solomon Islands?

**Sustainable & Scalable:** Is the idea sustainable in both its design and tenure and potentially replicable and scalable to different communities, countries, and contexts?